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  Thank you so much Teacher Victor for your patience and guidance. The PSLE booster workshop by Teacher Janice was also really useful. The huge jump from AL6 (prelim) to AL1 for PSLE was beyond our expectations! We are so happy for our child!
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  One of best math enrichment I come across - Concept Math is very systematic and teacher ee is the best teacher so far, patient , clear and detailed in explanation, even keep tabs on online students whether paying attention while teaching in physical class.
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  A BIG thank you to Concept Maths and it’s team of dedicated teachers - Tr Victor (for regular class) and Meiling + Chris (for 1:1 Maths clinic), for helping Nigel ease into Concept Maths (CM) and its SMART methodology when he & P3 bro first joined in April. Thumbs-up for CM’s and Tr Victor’s care and willingness, to spend time outside lessons, to go thru questions from revision/past years’ papers (beyond CM’s syllabuses) that Nigel couldn’t do - this really helped rehashed Nigel’s grasp and application of the concepts.

We have seen a transformational improvement in Nigel’s grasp of mathematical concepts thru CM, as well as his confidence level for the subject - comparing now vs prior to April when he was on 1:1 private tuition.  His big leap in results from a 35% WA1, to 76% then 100% for WA2/WA3 respectively and eventually, an AL1 92/100 for SA2, is a clear testimonial of the effectiveness of CM’s teaching methodology.

Imagine the relief in a concerned mum when Nigel came back telling me sometime in T3, “….it’s funny but I am able to do many of the CM’s questions on my own with ease”.

I strongly recommend CM to any parents who seek for a good tuition center with dedicated teachers for their children who need a boost in their Maths!
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  The teachers teach in a clear and easy to understand manner with interesting stories and tips. They are also friendly and approachable. My child is under Teacher Mei Ling. With her patience and guidance, he is more confident in Math and shows improvement in his problem sums solving. They also have a very useful online platform that allows one to view the lesson that the child has missed and how it was conducted. The online platform also has videos that make Math fun and interesting. Recommended.
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  My kids started with Concept Math since they were P1. They are currently P2 and P4.

My P2 has been doing well with his school topical tests and my P4's EOY paper was maintained at AL1 since P3.
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  My kids enjoyed their concept maths lessons. The lessons are well structured with sufficient practices and illustrations.
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  I was recommended to Concept Math Novena by a friend. All the teachers there are very kind, patient, consistent and experienced! The concepts taught were useful as I could see my child gaining confidence to be able to attempt the questions by himself! The service crew at Concept Math are also very polite and approachable! I would highly recommend Concept Math if you are looking to help your child in Math.
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  Thank you for helping me in math Teacher Chris! You helped me improve in math by 20% with your guidance within a short period of time. When I get a question wrong, you always help me to identify my mistakes and patiently explain the concept to me, allowing me to get a better grasp of the concept so that i am able to solve more questions. Thank you once again Teacher Chris! - Ariel Ang
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  Both my sons did not have Math tuition till their P5 & P6 year at Concept Math. This was when the maths syllabus became more challenging for me to handle. I like the way Concept Maths teaches their students - by concepts, which they can apply to various topics and questions. This equips them with the thinking skills they need to solve problems quickly and efficiently. Each lesson is well thought out and the boys get lots of practice. It is a rigorous but effective programme.

My sons also had the privilege of attending Teacher Janice's lessons in their P6 year. Her firm but kind approach helped them rise to her expectations of them, and hence improve in their Maths. I am very thankful to have entrusted the boys' maths teaching in their hands, knowing full well they will be taken care of. Definitely recommend this centre!
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  My child has been with Concept Math for 6 years. Concept Math has a unique approach to teaching math in a logical and systematic way, which has helped progressively build his confidence during his primary years. A big thanks to all the teachers, Tr Janice, Mavis and admin staff - thanks for being part of the “village” that supports Matthew.
  
 
  
 
  
 
   Google rating score: 4.9 of 5, based on 57 reviews 
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2010 The Sunday Times 
2010 Shin Min Daily News 
2012 The Business Time 
2015 The NEW Papers 
2016 CNBC Asia ▶️ Play
2016 The Straits Times 
2017 FRANCE ARTE 
2017 The Straits Times 
2017 EUROPE TF1 
2018 CNA Talking Point ▶️ Play
2019 FRANCE media 
2019 Australia SBS ▶️ Play
2020 Channel 8 NEWS 
2021 Channel 8 NEWS 
2022 Channel 8 NEWS ▶️ Play
2022 South China Morning Post
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        	Testimonial on SMART Conceptual Modelling Approach




Achieve a breakthrough in Math the SMART wayThe P5 SA2 Results are out!
And you are disappointed with your child's results ... 

But your child is not struggling to pass math, ...
In fact, you’ve noticed that your child understand math concepts and scores well for all the assessment book and top-school papers practices they do diligently. Then, why does your child's school exam results belie that aptitude?

Let us share with you Tarynn's story of how her math grades improved from B to A, to reflect her true potential. 

Beginning of this year, Tarynn's mom was exasperated when she kept losing precious marks to careless mistakes.

Tarynn was not alone. Many students are plagued by the silent killer, Careless Mistakes, that can trip any child from passing to failing, or missing out on an A* !
To help my students avoid or minimize careless mistakes, we have created the S.M.A.R.T Conceptual Math approach. This approach focuses on model drawing and analytical skills. It enables your child to solve problem sums much faster, giving them ample time to double-check and even triple-check their work.

And when Tarynn mastered it, ... 
Watch the video to witness for yourself 

Would you like us to help your child to achieve a breakthrough in his or her Math results?

Schedule an appointment to meet our team by clicking on the link below :
https://www.conceptmath.com/new-student
Posted by Concept Math on Monday, October 30, 2017



        	Novena Branch

1 Goldhill Plaza #03-01 Singapore 308899



Email: admin@conceptmath.com


WhatsApp: 8881 6838

Phone: 6255 6335, 6254 0305 



Operation Hrs: 

Mon,Thu,Fri: 12.00pm-7.00pm

Sat: 8.45am-7.00pm

Sun: 8.45am-5.00pm


 



 
    	

    	
        	Bukit Timah Branch

170 Upper Bukit Timah Road

B2-01B Bukit Timah Shopping Centre, Singapore 588179



Email: bukit.timah@conceptmath.com
	

WhatsApp: 9459 7301

Phone: 6970 2008

Operation Hrs: 

Wed - Fri: 12.00pm-7.00pm

Sat: 8.45am-7.00pm

Sun: 8.45am-4.30pm
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